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Multi Axial Reinforcement Fabric

This reinforcement fabric has been especially

produced for Master Works™ for use with

Material One™.

The characteristics of a multi axial cannot be

compared to chopped strand mat.

Chopped strand requires a considerable

amount of “wetting out”, if this is not achieved

the laminate will contain “dry” areas, these dry

areas will allow the absorption of water which

in turn will have detrimental effect on external

durability.

Furthermore, when laminating with chopped

strand the common practice is to use 4-5

layers, this  can equate to 2kg of glass per M
2

.

By comparison with a woven fabric other

benefits become clear, with woven materials

only two directions are possible and the warp

and  weft interfere with each other restricting

“conformation”. There is also a reduction in

potential performance as the fibre bundle is not

in direct tension due to the “crimping”

characteristics as the warp crosses the weft.

Because of the high yield of strength imparted

by the unbroken fibre in tension, only 2 layers

of multi axial are required, this consumes only

300g per M
2

, and only 2 laminating procedures

so production time is reduced, and material

input optimised.

In respect of health and safety chopped strand

mat contains millions of very small particles of

glass that become airborne when used, the

multi axial contains none of these particles as

the strand has not been cut!.

Because the material is stitched the bundles of

glass are free to move so therefore the ability

to conform to complex shapes high, this makes

the production simple as less complex cutting

is required

Technical data

Weight:            150gm per M
2

Orientation:      60° x 60° x 60° Stitched Triaxial 

Composition:    Eglass

Roll sizes: 50kg 

+/- 333.33 M
2

per roll
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